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Nashik City Connect

An app that connects the whole 
city at it’s heart, this is the thought 

process that led to the development 
of Nashik City Connect.











Quick Google Voice Dailer is an app developed with 
the incorporation of the Google Voice Service in 

it’s back-end. An app developed to potentially 
emulate and replace regular call experience, 

QGV Dialer, currently in-sync with the iOS 
platform experience for the US market strives 

to set a trend within the Google Voice user 
community. 











Lucid Cube, is an initiative taken to modify the Indian 
real estate experience with the help of virtual reality. 
The app, currently an enterprise iOS app supporting 
iPad2 onwards Retina Display, assists in presenting the 
a demo 3-dimensional Virtual tour of the properties, 
making it an irresistable tool for any sort of property 
presentation. Empowering the presentor the 
opportunity to conduct a quick 3600 property tour any 
time, any place, any moment.







MyHomeLoans.in is an upcoming 
Easy Home Loan providing firm that 

works towards mediating dream 
homes to it’s clients.
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Zonkers Adventure Park provides 
it’s patrons an amazing experience of scenic beauty 

and fun yet family friendly adventure sports experience.





Glan, a product range by 
Moreshwar industries, is 
a household friendly product 
range comprising of cleaning liquids 
and air freshners; that provides industrial grade e�iciency for day to 

day applications.





Bombay, a wine label presented by York Wineries Nashik, is a premium wine 
blend that captures the new world wine taste of India; developed with the label 
guidelines for the New Zealand market. Bombay, is an ode to the Indian culture 
caredully presented for the international audience. 





Empire Industrial Centrum is a commercial property upcoming in  Lower Parel, Mumbai. 
It comprises a unique model that establishes a complete commercial hub by comprising 
industrial, residency and retail structures in the same perimeter to ease and mediate the 
growth of small to medium scale business owners. 



Somanda Vineyards is a Boutique Wine Resort, that with it’s tie-up with the 
Indian cuisine restaurent of Culture Kitchen presents it’s visitors the scenic 
settings of the Gangavarhe Village while enjoying their stay and delicate wine.













Fone Booth is an electronic 
mobile devices retail in Mumbai 
that acts as a one-stop solution 
to all device and accessory 
needs.





Cafe Bliss is a popular 
hangout for youngsters and 
whos-who’s of Nashik City.



AvegaTesta, literally meaning fashion and 
Passion is a lifestyle decor brand that cra�s high-

end lifestyle  home-furnishing elements built up on 
ideas of high-fashion lifestyle. 
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